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#LuvtoChill
c h i l l - o u t c h a i r. c o m

B E F O R E W E W E R E C H I L L I N G - O U T, W E W E R E C Y C L I N G H A R D .
Our parent company, Freedom Concepts, has been imagining, designing, and building a full line of special needs bicycles

Why Chill-Out Chairs?

and mobility devices for over 26 years. Since day one, our innovations have been driven by the challenges heard from
families, manufacturers, and medical professionals. We want to help more children and adults benefit from the comfort
and dignity that our chairs can provide. We want to provide an environment that one can be inspired in, focus in, learn in,

COMFORT COMES FIRST

game in, eat in, relax in, and of course, Chill-Out in!

When kids are comfortable, they’re relaxed. Every Chill-Out Chair is built with a combination of high-grade foams to help
relax spastic muscles and provide the most comfortable sitting experience possible.

POSITIONED FOR COMFORT
Every Chill-Out Chair is built using our patented Deep-V foam design. This special cut
in the foam works alongside our built-in pommel to give kids and adults a light cocooning hug
that helps the body to relax and remain in place. We love helping people discover the freedom
from the confines of a wheelchair or lack of support from a beanbag.

S A N I TA R Y I N S E C O N D S
We want you to get the best experience out of your Chill-Out Chair. Part of that is making
sure it’s sanitary and easy-to-clean – don’t worry – we’ve got you covered. Our Crypton® antibacterial fabrics and Medbloc
Liner help protect the foam’s integrity and make cleaning time quick and easy.

KICK YOUR FEET UP!
Chill-Out Chairs come standard with our Multi-Purpose Ottoman. This isn’t just any ottoman – we’ve designed our
Multi-Purpose Ottoman with leg elevation in mind. The relative position of our ottoman helps
to isolate movement, increase circulation and reduce edema in the lower extremities.

EMBRACE THE ELEMENTS
Enjoy the outdoors with our new outdoor accessories and fabrics! Our All-Terrain Wheel Kit
TM

lets you get out and enjoy the sunshine with your Chill-Out Chair. The removable heavy-duty
wheels make navigating rough or bumpy terrain a breeze. With the addition of our Sunbrella®
LEARN MORE ON PAGE 11

fabric covers, you never have to worry about rain making its way into the foam core. Call us
.K en Vanstraelen

PRESIDENT

today to find out how Chill-Out Chairs can be part of your next outdoor adventure.
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Stimulating, yet
soothing – the Rock’er
Chair is the perfect
addition to any sensory
or Snoezelen® room.

Are You a Rock’er?

Are You a Roll’er?

The Rock’er Chair’s gentle rocking
motion and deep-V foam design provide a
relaxing and soothing sensation for those
with autism and other developmental
disabilities. Call us today to customize
your sensory or Snoezelen® Chill-Out Chair.

The Rock’er model
features four durable
Velcro straps that
can be used to “lock
the rock” in different
tilt settings or for
stationary use.

*Both Options Include
Our Multi-Purpose Ottoman

“LOCK THE ROCK” WITH OUR ROCK’ER MODEL

STANDARD ROCK’ER*
•
•
•
•
•
•
2

Rocking Base
Deep-V Foam Design
Built-In Pommel
Adjustable Chair Tilt
100% Foam Construction
Lightweight and Portable

*Please note, the Roll’er
model’s wooden base
allows for accessories such
as the Feeding/Activity
Tray and Powder-Coated
Push Bar to be added.

STANDARD ROLL’ER*
•	Rolling Wheelbase with 2 Locking Castors
• Deep-V Foam Design
• Built-In Pommel
• Optional Feeding/Activity Tray
• Optional Pushbar
• Upright Positioning
3

Customized With Accessories

Powder-Coated
Pushbar
Adjustable
Occipital
Headrest
Feeding &
Activity Tray
Lumbar
Positioning
Pad

LEARN MORE ON PAGE 10

3-Point
Padded Pelvic
Positioning Belt

Multi-Purpose
Ottoman

4

Medbloc
Liner

Comfort and
Happiness, at Home
While at home, your child no longer needs to remain
confined to their wheelchair, laid out on the floor, or
propped up with pillows on the sofa. Give them the
dignity they deserve with their very own cool piece of
furniture that allows them to sit safely and comfortably
with the rest of the family.

5

Foam Options
Chill-Out Chairs are made with a variety
of specific foam grades. Our density and firmness
configurations offer the ultimate in targeted pressure
relief, comfort, and support. All of our foams are
premium quality, UFAC approved, and CAL TB117
flame resistant.
Available in Two Foam Packages!

Underneath the Cover
Optional Antibacterial
Crypton® Cover
Optional
Medbloc Liner
– moisture proof liner

Comfort in the Classroom
Build a better learning environment by adding a Chill-Out Chair to your classroom. Chill-Out Chairs
help children with autism or cerebral palsy to relax and focus on the task at hand. The easy to
remove cover makes cleaning the chair quick-and-easy and the addition of our Medbloc Liner will
protect the integrity of the foam.

Available with
Memory Foam

ESSENTIAL FOAM
The Essential Foam package is made of one density
to offer great comfort and support for those 100lbs
or less. Available upgrades include our Luxury
Comfort Package, memory foam, and optional
extended warranties.
For more information visit chill-outchair.com

TEC FOAM (THERAPIST’S/
E D U C AT O R ’ S R E C O M M E N D E D
CHOICE)
The TEC Foam provides soft comfort, firm support,
and best durability at all weights. The TEC Foam
comes with the Luxury Comfort Package and a
standard three-year warranty.

Deep-V Foam
Design

Locking Roll’er Castors

Spills?
No Worries!
Our heat-sealed MedBloc Liner
slips over the chair’s foam
core and protects the hygienic
integrity of the chair.

SO MUCH MORE
Extra fire protection, extended warranties, memory
foam liners – we’ve got it all covered. Please go
online or speak to a representative to learn about all
of our foam package add-ons.

Teacher’s Notes
• Provides inclusion
in the classroom
• Allows students to
relax and focus on
the task at hand
• Easy to clean
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Reward Hard Work At Therapy

Fabric Options

Fabrics For
All Environments!

Unique colors, patterns and textures make up our latest fabrics.
All choices were based on input from Physical and Occupational
Therapists, Psychologists and parents of children with Cerebral
Palsy, Aspergers, and Autism. Colors and textures were carefully
chosen based on occupant response.

We’ve built our fabric selection with
stain resistance, bacteria resistance
and outdoor use in mind.
Our Crypton® fabrics are engineered

Choose between smooth plush finishes with soothing characteristics
or highly textured fabrics for increased tactile and visual stimulation.

Do your clients need a place to relax during therapy?
Our chairs can add an element of comfort to any therapy
center or hospital. The Roll’er model’s upright positioning
is great for people with cerebral palsy and the Feeding/
Activity Tray accessory makes the chair a favorite among
therapists at feeding time. Our durable foams and fabrics
meet the highest standards of flame resistance and
bacteria protection.

to provide permanent moisture,
stain, odor and microbial protection.
While our new Sunbrella® fabrics
boast some of the best stain and
water repellant characteristics. Go
online to see the full fabric listing.

GALAXY

GRAPE

LINEN

Want More Detail?
Visit our website for our complete
fabric listing, fabric specifications
and much more!
FUCHSIA

chill-outchair.com

MIST

“I have been an Occupational
Therapist for a long time and by far
this chair is perfect for many reasons.
Most importantly it will support
a variety of muscular skeletal
conditions and provide tactile
SUNSET

feedback for those that require that

LILY PAD

sensation.”
--Stacie, Occupational Therapist

AQUA

MOSS
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Accessories

G) All-Terrain Wheel Kit
•	Removable heavy duty wheels allow for outdoor
travel and use
• Protects the standard Roll’er castors
• Quick-and-easy adjustment and removal

A) Pelvic Positioning Belt
• Helps maintain upright sitting position
• Provides pelvic stability
• Prevents user from exiting chair

B) Rocking Base for Roll’er
•	Provides back and forth rocking motion with
the Roll’er Chair
• Adds a fixed tilt to the Roll’er Chair when kick
stand is engaged
• Includes Ottoman Support Kit, allowing users
to rock with the ottoman attached

A.

C) Feeding/Activity Tray

G.

		 *Please note, the Roll’er model’s wooden base allows
for accessories such as the Feeding/Activity Tray and
Powder-Coated Pushbar to be added. For a complete
accessory listing visit chill-outchair.com

B.

•	Swivels side-to-side and is completely
removable
• Adjustable height and locking tray tilt
• Perfect accessory for feeding or play time

D) 3-Piece Positioning Aids
•	Three foam wedges that help add
pinpointed pressure
• Available in matching fabric
•	Comfortably fills empty space to accommodate
future growth

C.

E) Adjustable Occipital Headrest
D.

•	Increase head and neck support for
individuals with little head control
•	Fully-adjustable to move and grow along
with the individual
• Custom-shaved foam head support

F) Powder-Coated Push Bar
•	Allows for precise steering of the Roll’er Chair
•	Acts as great storage for the
Feeding/Activity Tray accessory
•	Available in several powder-coated paint
varieties

E.

F.
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Size Guide
Chill-Out Chair Occupant Fit Guide
MODEL
SIZE		

OCCUPANT HEIGHT

SHOULDER WIDTH

HIP WIDTH

(LBS) (KILOGRAMS)

(IN) (CM)

(IN) (CM)

69-102

15-45

7-20

10

25

10

25

40-52

102-132

30-80

14-36

12

31

12

31

MED

50-62

127-157

55-120

25-54

14

36

14

36

NLRG

60-68

152-173

70-155

32-70

14

36

14

36

LRG			

60-68

152-173

90-175

41-79

16

41

16

41

EW-LRG

60-68

152-173

175-300

79-136

21

53

21

53

(IN)

(CM)

XS			

27-40

SML		

OCCUPANT WEIGHT

Roll’er Unit Dimensions
MODEL
SIZE

We Build Chairs for People
of All Abilities
All Chill-Out Chairs can be customized for
specific needs. Most of our standard chair
features started out as simple customer
requests, then as demand grew they became
regular features or options. If our existing
product lineup doesn’t suit your specific needs,
we can custom-build something that will.

Call us today to learn more.
1-800-661-9915
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CHAIR HEIGHT*

CHAIR WIDTH

CHAIR DEPTH

(IN) (CM)

(IN) (CM)

(IN) (CM)

CHAIR WEIGHT

XS

25

64

19

48

24

61

28

12

SML

29

74

19

48

26

66

30

13.6

MED

32

81

21

53

30

76

37

16.8

NLRG

37

94

22

56

36

91

42

19

LRG

37

94

24

61

36

91

46

20.9

EW-LRG

42

106

31

79

36

91

56

25.4

OTTOMAN

18

46

21

53

17

43

7

3.1

(LBS) (KG)

*Please note: Castors on Roll’er Chair add additional height : 3.75”/ 9.5 cm

Rock’er Unit Dimensions
MODEL
SIZE

CHAIR HEIGHT

CHAIR WIDTH

CHAIR DEPTH

CHAIR WEIGHT

(IN) (CM)

(IN) (CM)

(IN) (CM)

(LBS) (KG)

XS

25

64

19

48

24

61

19

8.6

SML

29

74

19

48

26

66

21

9.5

MED

32

81

21

53

30

76

26

11.8

NLRG

37

94

22

56

36

91

33

15

LRG

37

94

24

61

36

91

36

16.3

EW-LRG

42

106

31

79

36

91

46

20.9

OTTOMAN

18

46

21

53

17

43

7

3.1

Chill-Out Chairs are part of the
Freedom Concepts family of premier,
custom-designed products that support
an inclusive world for all users and bear
our highest commitment to quality.

“What Jacoby likes best of
all, however, is his ability

Give your loved ones, clients or students

to sit and play with his twin

a much needed break from the confines

sister and friends. In his

of a wheelchair, the lack of support from

Chill-Out Chair, Jacoby joins

a beanbag chair or the restrictions of a

us for dinner at our level;

stroller. The Chill-Out Chair is designed to

he watches baseball and

look like a traditional piece of furniture,

participates fully without

instead of a medical device. This
allows your student to fully integrate
into a classroom without stigma and

requiring such constant
attention. It’s a relief for the

your loved one to join the family room

entire family. And no doubt

without requiring restraints, propping

about it, Jacoby enjoys

up, or concerns about pressure relief.

his independence.”

The Chill-Out Chair provides all of that

–Vanessa Z (Jacoby’s Mom)

along with the added benefits of tactile
and sensory stimulation. To learn more
call us today or visit our website for
complete details and available testing
locations in your area.
Experience the benefits of
Chill-Out Chairs, available for indoor
and outdoor use.

TM

Give us a call to find out how we can
help you create a safe and comfortable
space for someone you know.

1.800.661.9915

Crypton® is engineered to provide permanent moisture, stain, odor and microbial protection. Crypton’s moisture barrier is integrated into the fabric, ensuring permanent protection and making it extremely easy to clean.
© 2013 Crypton, Inc. Crypton and the red planet logo are registered trademarks of Crypton, Inc. U.S. patent 5,565,265 and other U.S. and global patents issued and pending.

CANADIAN OFFICE: 2087 PLESSIS ROAD, WINNIPEG, MB, CANADA, R3W 1S4

chill-outchair.com

US OFFICE: 3651 LINDELL ROAD STE. D239, LAS VEGAS, NV, USA, 89103

freedomconcepts.com

